Part One -Divine Order
Study Questions
1. What does beauty, order and duplication have to do with each other?
2. What is the relationship between the Vastu-Purusha-Mandala and the four ages of man?
3. How are maleness and femaleness created?
4. What is the basis of Universal order?
5. The dome of a temple represents what?
6. How many steps are there in the ladder of Yoga?
7. Is a yoga temple a meeting place for a group of worshipers?
8. Who is the equivalent of Noah in yogic scripture?
9. Tell the story of Shiva and the pillar of fire?
10. What is kundalini?
11. Why do God-people priests do their worship around a square fire pit?
12. Draw a diagram, using the correct symbols of the relationship between earth, sky and
heaven.
13. What is the standard by which we recognize an ideal?
14. What is equivalent to the holy mountain in the human body?
15. What is the missing factor in the cerebral-spinal fluid of ordinary people?
16. What are the levels of evolution?
17. What principle is the enabling aspect of God that brings us to recognize Divine Order.
18. What is the origin of the sushumna?
19. At the third eye of a Shiva Temple. what statue is located?
20. The human body is symmetric around what?
21. What is the Sanskrit word for balanced heavenly order?
22. What is the relationship between shakti, prana and kundalini?
23. Arjuna’s conch stands for what activity of the body?

24. What part of the human body does the inner chamber of a yoga temple represent?
25. What part of the body goes with each caste?
26. What part of the human body does the inner chamber of a yoga temple represent?
27. What is Vishnu’s, Shiva’s and Brahma’s mount?
28. Does god have one form or many forms?
29. What is the name of the god (principle that represents the ability to establish
relationship between categories?
30. SA is to music as AUM is to ________________
31. What is a Yantra?
32. What do apsaras represent?
33. How does matter appear to be created?
34. From what Sound did the human body evolve?
35. Name the three conditions of existence
36. In what part of the human head are unstruck, celestial sounds heard?
37. Shiva is the god of ________________ Vishnu is the god of_______________
Brahma is the god of______________
38. Does God have only one name?
39. What is the name of the statue that symbolizes the main kriya of yoga?
40. Essay: Tell everything you know about Divine Order.

